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Swimming begins season with
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f r i g h t gate's

rising star

By DAVID BIDDLE
Staff Writer

golf while attending Geneva High School in
Cleveland, Ohio. The 190-pound lefty wasted
little time in m iking his mark in the collegiate
Former Wright Slate baseball player ranks, winning six games as a freshman.
Brian Anderson pitched for the Cleveland
As a sophomore, Anderson won 12 games
Indians in this year's World Series.
for the Raiders and was named both MidAnderson arrived at WSU in the fall of Continent Conference Pitcher and Player of the
1990 as one of the more sought-after athYear.
letes in the state of Ohio. He collected nine
As a junior, Anderson won ;n games with
varsity letters in baseball, basketball and a earned run average of 1.14. Anderson was also
selected MCC Pitcher and Player of the Year
and earned a spot on the Division I First-Team
Ail-American squad.
Anderson decided to skip his senior year as
a Raider and entered the major league draft in
1993. Anderson was picked third overall in the
first round by the California Angels. Phis made
him the highest baseball draft pick in WSU
history.
Anderson won 13 games in three seasons for
the Angels before being traded to the Cleveland
Indians in 1996.
Anderson wasassigned toClcvcland's
AAA affiliate in Buffalo. New York. After
winning 11 games for tlie Buffalo Bisons, he

see "Pitcher" pg. 20
Anderson was drafted in the first round
of the 1993 draft by the California
Angeis (left). He played three years for
the Angels before being traded to
Cleveland in 1996.
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Public Safety, Grounds Department remove anti-gay messages and drawings on Tuesday morning
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor
Various hateful drawings in chalk were found on the
Quad at Wright State University at approximately midnight
on Oct. 28.
The report was made to Public Safety by Donald Pickett,
chair of the Residential Environment of Gays and Lesbians
and former president of Lambda Union.
There were writings that could be deemed offensive to
particular groups of people." said Simone I'ulk. associate

Inside

News: 1-4,8,20 •

director of Public Safety.
"Gays go home, straight is great. 90 percent of the
population in straight," were some of the writings found on
the Quad along with a chalk drawing of a dead body,
according to Pickett.
According to Pickett, there were approximately 15 different drawings.
"It looks like it was done by a large number of people,"
said Pickett.
The ^rowings were removed between 12:30 a.m. and
2:30a.m. Tuesday morning by Public Safely and the Grounds

Opinion: 5-7

•

Department, according to Polk.
"The chalk wasn't removed really well," said Pickett. "I
could still see the markings."
"I think it's about time the administration addressed the
situation." said Pickett.
Pickett took several photographs of the drawings and
may send them to local newspapers and television stations
in the hope to spur community action against hateful activities.
Public Safety is currently investigating the situation and
could not comment on any leads at this time.
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University Division reps Twin robberies plague
Union offices
be elected tggjprrow Student
Union Activities Board and Nexus lose
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Suit Writer

*

The new University Division rcpresenUli ve for Suidcnt
Government will be
elected Thursday Oct. IjH
30. The two candidates
for the post are Tom
Sweeney and Jennifer Potion. Both
are freshmen who
decided to run in order to be aaore in

are bqth from

The
" two

-- "
isrespootible foraUttie *
rfwkntt who. hate not*.
yet gotten into their respective colleges.

Union by the food court and in Allyn
hall by the ATM.
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CAMPUS CRIME REPORT-

that each organization would normally put
on, but now must cancel due to lack of funds.
"We had money set aside to bring in a
speaker but now we have to buy a new
Two robberies occurred in the Student computer," said Maik Knapke. assistant
Union on the night of Thursday Oct. 16. The editor or'Nexus.
Fortunately. Nc • us was able to redo their
Union Activities Board and Nexus both had
work anu the next issue should
computer equipment valued
be out at the end of November.
at a total of about $5,000 stoyx* P U B L I C
Public Safety has relen from their offices.
J
•
S A F E T Y sponded to these thefts by step"The person who stole our
ping up their patrols in the
equipment either had a key or I P
iI E
hallways and suggesting sevthe combination," said Larry
eral ways in which organizaSawyer, editor of Nexus.
There was no evidence of forced entry on tions can increase their security.
Many of the offices in the Student Union
either of the office doors according to Sawyer and Jenn Woodward, graduate assistant have new keyless entry door knobs.
"A student from the radio station brought
for the Student Union and UAB.
"We're thinking that they probably up the idea of making authorization lists of
dumped it into our recycling bin and just people who arc allowed to be in the offices,"
said Woodward.
dragged il out," said Woodward.
Other suggestions included attaching
Both Nexus and UAB lost valuable information which was stored on the comput- cables and a new form of tagging for all
ers including half of the next issue of Nexus equipment.
Public Safety told UAB they would check
and brochures for events sponsored by UAB.
These thefts don't only hurt the organi- pawn shops in an effort to find the missing

By EMILY ACOSTA and
SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writers

• Tw"

"I'm very outspoken and I'm a
good leader." said Sweeney.

$5,000 worth of computer equipment

I^B

zations, but also the students who lose events
ported the theft of head phones valued at $20
ASSAULT
Oct 24: A Fairbom residentreporteda from a desk drawer in a loeked room of the
Menacing by Stalking complaint while in Library.
Oct 22: A Huber HeightsresidentreLot 2 of the Student Union.
Wednesday, Oct 22
ported the theft of a wallet valued at $27 from
DISORDERLY CONDUCT
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
Oct. 22: A Fairborn resident reported a purse in the Medical Sciences Building.
Oct 23: A WSU employeereportedthe Student Union at 12 p.m. in 321 Allyn.
threats of suicide from a Cedar Hall resident.
• ICC meeting at 2 p.m. in the cafeteria.
theft of a vacuum cleaner valued at $ 176 from
SEX OFFENSES
WWSU meeting at 4 p.m. in W025
Oct. 23: A Troy resident reported a the loading dock of the Nutter Center.
Oct 23: A Wright State University em- Student Union.
soliciting complaint while in Lot 20.
• Wright Outdoors Etc. meeting at 7:30
ployee reported the theft of three VCRs beTHEFT
p.m. in the Student Union Organization OfOct 19: A Dayton residentreportedthe longing to WSU and a video tape recorder fices in the Student Union.
theft of a wallet from an unlocked locker belonging to WHIOTV from the NuttcrCcnThursday, Oct 23
from the rec. locker room in the Student ter. The total theft was valued at $6500.
• Phi Alpha Delta Pre-Law fraternity
Oct 23: A College Parkresidentreported
Union. The wallet and its contents were
meeting from 11a.m.- 12 p.m. in 437 Millett
the theft of a VCR and end table valued at
returned.
Hall.
Oct 19: A Fairbom resident reported $425 from a College Park apartment
• Bible Investigation Group discussion at
Oct 23: A Fairbomresidentreportedthe
the theft of a wallet from an unlocked locker
12 p.m. in W025 Student Union.
from the rec locker room in the Student theft of a purse and its contents valued at $240
• Thursday Night Thing, sponsored by
Union. The bank cards were found near the from the Rathskcllar
the Baptist Student Union at 7 p.m. in CamOct 24: AWright State employee reported
ATM machine in the Student Union.
pus Minsitry.
Oct 21: A Beavcrcreek resident re- the theft of a large plastic w-*er container
Friday. Oct 24
ported the theft or a stereo valued at 5300 from a Residence Service's golf cart while
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
from a vehicle parked in Lot 20. The driver's parked outside College Park.
Student
Union
at 12 p.m. in 321 Allyn.
Oct 24: A Vienna resident reported the
side door wasreporteddamaged.
• Bible Studies from 12-1 p.m. and 1-2
Oct 21: A Fairborn resident reported theft of two stereos and damage to the car p.m. in 362 Allyn Hall, sponsored by Camthe theft of two text books from Oak Hall. stereo. The total damaged was valued at $900. I pus Bible Fellowship.
Oct 25: A Dayton resident reported the
The books were valued at 569.
• International Coffee Hour. "HallowOct 21: A Springboro resident reported theft of a gym bag and its contents valued at een" sponsored by the American Internathe theft of a purse valued at $45 stolen from $40 from a Nutter Center locker room.
Oct 25: A Fairbom residentreportedthe tional Student association from 3-4 p.m. in
a gym bag in the women's locker room of
theft of a carton of cigarettes and $10 from a El 90 of the Student Union.
the Creative Arts Center Theatre.
•Student Government sponsored trip to a
Oct 22: A Xcnia resident reported the Pine Hall room.
Oct 26: A Dayton resident reported the haunted cave in Lcwisburg leaving the
theft of a CD player valued at $70 from a
Student union at 6:15 p.m.
desk drawer that was locked when left unoc- theft of a money clip and various bills valued
• Dayton Bombers at the Nutter Center at
at $80 from a locker in locker room in the
j cupicd.
7:30 p.m.
Oct 22: A Yellow Springs resident re- Student Union.

equipment.

CAMPUS CALENDAR •
Saturday, Oct 25
• District Girls Volleyball at the Nutter
Center.
• The Heiress at 3 p.m. at the Creative
Arts Center.
Sunday, O c t 26
• The Heiress at 3 p.m. at the Creative
Arts Center.
Monday, Oct. 27
• Bible Study, sponsored by the Baptist
Student union at 12 p.m. in 321 Allyn.
• Campus Ministry meeting from 4-5
p.m. at CMC.
• CAACURH meeting from 7-9 p.m.
in W169 Student Union. For info, call
Stacy Susott at ext. 6383.
Tuesday, Oct. 28
• Sahaj Meditation Club, meditation
class from 6:30-8:30 p.m. in W025 Student Union. Free admission.
• Bible Study at 7 p.m. in 148 Russ
Center sponsored by Campus Bible Fellowship.

!f your organization would
like its meetings and
events placed in The
Guardian's calendar,
contact Melanie Glass at
775-5538.
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New marks, mascot cost WSU $56,000

—

" " ~ ™ " " " " Copyright fee for project still not determined
By AMY PRYOR
Assistant News Editor
The total cost of the new marks and
mascot including Sean-Michaels Edwards.
Inc's (SME) services is $56,000, not including the copyright fee which has not yet been
charged; according to Barry Johnson assistant vice-president of public relations at
WSU.
An additional $25.0(X) fee W;'N charged
by SME for an Identity Standards Manual,
explaining the various uses of a mascot and
its marks. However. WSU opted not to get

WSU staff and tudents formed the Secondary Marks Committee in February 1997
which decided on the new mascot and
atheletic marks, said Johnson. The committee consisted of 10 slal f and 3 student members from WSU.
"I don't like the fact that student leaders
weren't involved in the process." said Brandon Paul, a WSU senior and active member
of the Union Activities Board.
According to Johnson, the committee
met from February to September and SME
became involved in the development of the
marks and mascot during the first part of
April. The actual design was contracted out

by SMK. said Johnson.
A memo posted to the committee by
Johnson dated June 26 informed the committee of a received document containing
500 student signatures in support of keeping
Rowdy Raider.
"They held them (the committee meetings) in June when there weren't any students around." Paul said, voicing his concerns about the committee and its involve-

see
"Mascot"
PS- 4

Asian, Hispanic, Native American center opens

The new mascot of WSU sports was
uceiled at a press conference in the
Nutter Center last Wednesday.
photo by Mark Mowrey

By NN SCHNEIDER
For The Guardian
"This is a place for everyone. We invite you to
' ome and share your ideas,"
said Mai Nguyen, director
of the Asian/Hispanic/NativeAmerican(AHNA)Center. at the center's opening
reception Monday.
The AHN Ac xists to provide academic, cultural and
social support fo.- students
and also to serve as a resource for information about
Asian, Hispanic and Native
American cultures.
"1 think it is an excellent

Local elections
booth placed
at Wright State
By JENNIFER STRASSER
Staff Writer
Next week Wright State University students, faculty and nearby communities will have the chance to
cast votes in the Greene County .General Election polls
on campus.
Nov. 4 the poll will be open from 6:30 a.m. to 7:30
p.m. in the Upper Hearth Lounge in the Student Union.
Previously, the voting polls were located on Zink
Read, but now are moved on campus.
"WSU as a campus, had nothing to do with the move
but now, hopefully it will have better access for stu-.
dents to vote," said Jason Lansdale, President of College Democrats and SG Student Elections Commissioner at WSU.
Issues covered in the election consist of City Council positions, tax levies and several other issues.
"In the past, the turnout for student votes has been
poor, but this year we are' hoping that more will get
involved-w;th it (the poll) being right on campus," said
Lansdale.

idea to educate Wright State
Month was Sept. 15-Oct. 15 to honor the nustudents about multicultural merous Latin American countries that celissues in today's society ."said
ebrate their independence at that time.
Jessica Carney, president of
"We favor sharing and being together
the American International
instead of being separate," said Nguyen of
Student Association.
the opportunity to provide services and inThe AHNA Center was
formation about
created because of the recomthree different mimendation from the new Uninority groups.
versity Strategic Plan.
"I think it is a
"It's time to recognize
wonderful adthese minority groups," said
vancement forculNguyen
tural awareness," :
The Hispanic Heritage
said Geeta Pujara. !
Ming Ke of the Cincinnati
Symphony Orchastra
played a Chinese Pi Pa at
the opening.
PS- 20
'ai Nguyan

see .
"AHNA %

photo by Matt Hudson

BSU treasurer demands
apology from bookstore
By JENNIFER STRASSER
Staff Writer
Black Student Union Treasurer,
Onoriode (Ono) Evwaraye. alleges the
WSU bookstore discriminated against
him based on race while attempting to
sell back a book last week.
On Oct. 21, Evwaraye decided to sell
back a 572 book that he purchased at the
WSU bookstore, after dropping a class.
Evwaraye said he witnessed several
Caucasion students ahead selling back
books.
According to Evwaraye, when his
turn came, the cashier questioned why
he was willing to sell back a $72 book for
the bookstore's offered value of $14.
after he agreed to accept the amount.
Evwaraye then said she asked him to
produce a student I.D. and proof of a
dropped class in the form of a class
schedule.
"All the other students before me

weren't asked to producc any such items,
why all the sudden did I have to?" recalled Evwaraye about the cashier's request.
Evwaraye said after the cashier called
for a manager, he took back his belongings and the book, and left the store.
As far as Evwaraye is concerned, he
will not give the WSU bookstore a dime
until an apology from the store is given.
Evwaraye feels this inc ident occurred
because he is a minority. He also said that
WSU bookstore should not automatically assume every African-American
that walks in is going to be a thcif.
"If Wright State has a policy for students to sell back books, it (the policy)
needs to be enforced for everyone. It
seems to me they have a selective enforcement policy, but what 1 would like
to know is what terms and whom they
choose toenforce it with." said Evwaraye.
WSU Bookstore declined to comment. but suggested Public Safety, who

Onoriode Evwaraye
also refused.
Evwaraye feels this incident is
not shocking to the students of
Wright State.
"As far as promoting a diverse
campus, WSU gives lip service.
When issues like this come up.
they'd much rather keep it quiet
than deal with the issue at hand,
head on."

I
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internal productions operations and arc the most important to us as
manager at Printing Scvices. The a university." said Johnson.
The Secondary Marks Commitmascot and marks contain 4 to 5
merit with WSU students.
colors and Printing Services is only tee staff members were Tom
The copyright search was con- able to print 1 to 2 colors, accord- Brookey. Molly Brown-Bouley.
ducted by Sally Clayton, senior ing to Szymczak.
Sally Clayton. Tom Dovel, Lee
paralegal in the office of General
Printing jobs will be sent off Duteil BobGrant.Kathy Hopkins.
Counsel and member of the Marks campus for requested bids and the Becky Sommer. Denise Thomas
Committee. "The fees will be re- lowest bid will be taken, according and Don Wagner. Student memduced because we used in house to Johnson. "Hunter green and gold bers were Dan Granger. Jason
legal service." said Clayton.
otticial university colors
coion> Lansdalc
— and Julius
— Rodgers.
<are: the official
A nation wide trademark search
was conducted by Clayton in order
to insure that there is not another
use of the design.
The new marks and mascot are
it**"*'
curTenf'y at an open period where
anyone could challenge their originality and therefore cancel the
copyright. "That is a highly unPersonal Check Cashing Service
likely ease." said Clayton.
The new marks and mascot
Write Us A Check Today - Gel The Cash
must be cleared through Federal
We Will Hold Your Check For 2 Weeks
Trademarks Regulations, which
Quick. Confidential & Easy
takes several months to years, according to Clayton.
WSU has filed an "intent to
use"filein order to begin use of the
W
PERSONAL CHECK CASHING SERVICES
mascot and marks at this time without an official copyright. The new
For more information call today or stop by our office
marks and mascot will also have to
1182 Broad Street • 754-0333
be printed off campus, not at print(Fairborn Plaza Shopping Center)
ing services located on campus.
Mon - Fri 10am - 6pm. Sat 9am - 12N
"The mascot will be printed on a 4

"Mascot''

from pg. 3
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•The G u a r d i a n encourages letters to
the editor and commentary picces
f r o m students, faculty,
administrators and staff

•Letters should be typed, have the
writer's printed full name, address,
daytime phone and class standing (if
ipphcable)
•Deadline for submissions is 5 p.m. on
the Friday proceeding the next issue
•Letters should be kept to 300 words or
fewer
•All letters arc subject to editing for
ipace and content
•Letters which duplicate othersinay be
omitted
•When responding to another letter,
refer to the date and headline
•Quotes that cannot be confirmed will
not be used
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Fax:775-5535
News: 775-5538
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mountain

It creeps into us like a parasite.
The bug slithers into our cars and J
filters out differing opinions so our
cemented ideals of right and wrong j
will not weather.
However, this is a dead mind. A
mind neverto be challenged by those
around it. never to look at any'.'aing in
its totality again.
Now, we at The Guardian don't pretend to
think that everyone will suspend their beliefs
about something, but these beliefs should only
be applied after the subject is absorbed in its
entirity as it was meant.
Look at all sides of an issue before you
make up your mind.
What a simple idea it is really? Don't jump to
conclusions. Embrace the differences that we
have like a lover because they are the greatest
detractor from our harmony and the very basis
for it.
Every week in The Guardian we have the .
Opinion and Op-Ed section of the paper. We j
hope to make this the chopping block of Wright I
State's various ickxs and opinions. It is geared
toward student concerns but open to everyone in our
community.
A Letterto the Editor is the quickest, easiest way to speak
to our community. Information on writing a letter can be
found in the Staff Box on this page.
1
This week's Letters to the Edito- vary from disagreement |
with the administration for the new sports logo to disagreement with The Guardian's decision 10 mn an ad. To us,
as a paper, it is irrelavent what the letters are about. If
they are not illegal they deserve to be ran. It is not
• „
up to us what goes into the section, it is up to you
the students of WSU.
We do not take this stance lightly, it is
free thought, expression and com- JJ
ment that we strive for throughout the paper. It is our editojf
rial stance but it doesn't
just stop with the editorial department.

We spend a lot of time and energy selling ads on other pages
of the paper. However, we chose not to use advertising as a
statement ofoureditorial opinion. That is found underthc Opinion
banner weekly.
We have received a lot of heat about our decision to run the
Total Xposure advertisements from week to week.
The decision, for the board, to run the ad WE 'airly simple. Yes.
we knew the ad would offend some members of our community.
We do sincerely hope that the readers who were offended turned
the page and continued to read the other 96 perceni ot our paper.
We did refuse however, to make the decision to tell Total X that
their business was below us.
Their checks cash the same as any of our other advertisers.
They are a legal, lisccnsed establishment and if they want to
patronize our paper then we will allow them to do so. Not because
we condone what goes on there, but because we strive to be just as
free with our advertising policies as our editorial policy. This means
that we will not attempt to omit advertising just because a few of us
don't agree with what it advertises. Hopefully WSU is a community
of adults who will make their own informed decision on what
businesses they will or will not patronize. If weomit advertisers then
we .vould be doing this job for everyone.
We understand that much of the media feels that they have this
right. We, much more humblly, decline to take such an elitist
attitude. You know what you want to spend your money on much
better than we do.
We will continue to review all ads that our advertising
department feels may be controversial on a case by case basis.
No broad brush stroke policy can replace this case by case
review and we intend to give all matters the concern
and deliberation that they deserve.
So. our stance here is plain. We will continue to offer WSU a free and open fonim for
all types of influence.
There will be good and bad, but
whatever it is if it concerns
WSU or our advertising
patrons we still want
it here.

JiPWI
or peopf
don'r believe

am Lltoms

What
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Raider voices
continued
through out
section.
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R\,m Spe.irs
Sophomore. Managment Inlormation Ss stem H minim | | | ^ ^ ^ —
"I think the mascot looks great. Way to get "Parking sucks and students aren't well informed as to what is go.ng on. 1 think it is
rid of Rowdy Raider, he was too old."
important for WSU to get information to students wh«
< in Student Government
—
There are a lot of people who dotft know what's gome «»n ami a lo- • •' t»>.-™
photos by Mark Mowrsy
graphics by Alexis lanen
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OP-ED

What's
in
a
face?
Three
student
r?
When IfirslsawWSU's
new logo. I thoughi to myself "Gee. now what screwball thoughi a Golden Retriever would make a gixxl
mascot?" Upon further investigation, I learned that
our mascot was a wolf.
Right about then. I got concerned.
I was concerned atfirstthat we were still called the Raiders.
While it is true that wolves do "raid" herds and the animal
kingdom, there is a lot more to their actions than that.
Toraidis to steal or take. Wolves do not steal. Biologically,
they thin out the herds, eliminating the weak and the sick from
the gene pool. They perform a public service.
Wolves are not raiders. They arc a valuable part of a
healthy ecosystem. Dubbingthcm raiders just further enforces
the myth that wolves arc evil varmints.
This myth is piobably the main reason they were hunted to
near-extinction by the real raiders of the animal kingdom —
humans. By enforcing this m , th. WSU is furthering the

golden
retriever?

perspectives on the
mascot change

l..A.< What'snworse,
i / i n n UWSU
/ ^ I I ii;is( igoing
n i n f l l lto
i n rprofit
itlil
damage done to wolves.
from the image of wolves.
At the very least, WSU should donate some of its profits to
various struggling wolf support organizations such as Wolf
I Education Research Center. Wolf Park and Mission Wolf in
Idaho. Indiana and Colorado, respectively.
It is also advisable to consider the image that WSU is
conveying of wolves. Surely, we can use an animal as a mascot,
especially an endangered species, without helpingtodrive it to
extinction. WSU is an institution of learning. Therefore, it
should be educating people instead of reinforcing negative
stereotypes.
Rob Holey
Junior, English

It's amazing how a person's mind Commentary
changes.
Last spring when Wright State decided to change its mascot, my initial
reaction was "why" and "what's the
point."
Boy was I wrong.
The day after I wrote a commentary
in the June 4 issue. I attended a meeting By Dave
about the change, and my opinion was Seaman
reversed 180 degrees. What I learned
was that WSU wanted to update Rowdy Raider not eliminate.
but after that meeting the
committee was in agreement that a wolf figure
looked better than the
Norse-looking Rowdy.
It's funny because one
committee
member
thought that the sketches
of the new Rowdy looked
like Hulk Hogan and I thought "boy. that's what WSU needs,
a pro wrestler as our mascot."
I'm glad that the committee decided to go in the direction
of the wolf because it's neat. Rowdy was old, and in my
opinion too plain. Our new athletic marks are modern and arc
"high tech." I feel that these marks arc going to be around for
a long time.
Now I know many of you are going to look at these marks
as ask. "How is that wolf supposed to be a Raider?" Well, the
wolf is theraiderof the animal kingdom. Enough said. Some
say that a lawyer or a tax man is a raider. According to the
American Heritage Dictionary, araidis defined as " a surprise
attack, invasion or forcible entry." I see the connection and I'm
sure that any other intelligent person can see the connection.
I will admit that WSU did handle the situation wrong. By
this, I mean that the university should have not told the media
that the mascot was changing bccause of gender-neutrality or
to make it represent WSU's diverse campus. The truth of the
matter is that WSU is changing the mascot bccause of marketing and merchandising.
To conclude, for those people that still can't get over the
fact that Rowdy Raider is gone, my advice is get over it.

Get over
Rowdy.

expected to gladly no less, that our head wolf.
Walking through the tunnels, across the
Schilling, can't wait to see us in our new
quad, trudging to my far-off car. I have heard
fleeces bearing our new ironic logo, fleeces
quite a bit about the "joke" that is the new
that we arc expected to shear ourselves once
Wright State mascot. Here's adifferent point
again to obtain.
of view for you. Despite the fact that it has
But fear not, my fellow sheep. We are no
both eyes, all four legs and is not multicollonger living a lie. No more arc we repreored, 1 think they made the perfect choice.
sented
by the lovable foam and felt Rowdy,
Nothing can represent this university better than a wolf prowling in front of a harvest moon. Before you huggcrof children and outrageous flirt. Our administration has
turn the page in disgust, let me tell you why our new raider is picked a new ymbol for itself, and the wolf has truly taken off
the perfect choice. Think a minute about what our new logo its sheep's clothing. We all know good and well why he's been
called the big "baaaaad" wolf.
really is.
Can werescueRowdy ? No, we are but mere sheep. Can we
Lets begin with the wolf, a predator who hunts in packs to
take down the sick and the weak, the young and the helpless, get the university to apologi/c? What, the wolf apologize to his
the desperate. They do this because that is all they arc capable dinner? Can we do anything? We can bleat...
of doing. A wolf alone in a strong herd is a dead wolf. Thewolf
Tamara Your
has a long and ancient history, along with his cousins, the
Senior, Biology
coyote, the jackal, the wild dog. Little Red Riding Hood, the
and
Computer
Three Little Pigs and Warner Brother's cute little sheep and
Science
Sam the Sheep Dog can tell you all about wolves and their kin.
But then again, so can the students at Wright State University.
We have a lot in common with those cute little sheep.
Hold that thought for a moment and consider therestot the
logo, a harvest moon. Remember what a harvest moon is from
basic scicnce? For those who don't, allow me to refresh your
memory. The huge orange moon that our university now so
proudly displays is a trick of light passing through smog and
pollution, which magnifies the rising moon and gives it a
yellowish orange cast.
So, it is my conclusion that our new
logo is perfectly fitting. We. my fellow
students, arc sheep. We are a cash crop that
the university raises.
We arc fleeced for tuition and we bleat.
We wait inflocksand fleece ourselves for
parking passes so we can wander cold and
alone endlessly looking for our parkingplace fold while our wolf-pack administration wails to ticket the slow, sick and
desperate. We protest, but whatrighthave
Derrick Holmes
Eddie Dyson
sheep to dictate to the wolf?
Sophomore. English
Sophomore. Financc
Decisions are made about the good of
"I'd like to say that the new mascot is neat. It "I think the new mascot portrays a dog. It
our flock in the administrator sdens. while
should have been a very muscular guy with
has a lot of strength."
we bleat uselessly at the entrance. And also
a sword or something not a janky dog."
like sheep, we accept the fact, and are

Just say
"baah."

Raider Voices

t

Z-Quality
Freshman. Busin
"I like campus a lot. There are a lot of great
people and 1 love my class schedule — it is
perfect."
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Diversity at WSU not reality

Advertising too offensive
I
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deny therightof certain amtfeU
'ticms to advertise: howweipfet
maintain that there'aw a p p W ^ |

Junior
Junior
Senior
Junior

Ever since I first got to Wright
State, 1 listened to people talk about
n lulticultural ism and diversity. Y ear
after year, I've sat and listened to
various people talk about how open
and diverse an environment Wright
State has. I, like most AfricanAmericans on this campus, know
that talk is nothing but lip service.
Last week 1 went into the Wright
State Bookstore to sell back a book
from a class I had dropped the morning before. The white students ahead
By Onoriode
of me had no trouble selling back
Evwaraye
tlieir hooks. However, it was a different story when 1 tried to sell back
mine. The cashier demanded to sec my class s chedule
because she felt no one would sell back a brand new
book for a fraction of the money I would have received
for that book.
When I told her I would take my business across the
street, she refused to give me back my ID. and demanded that I give her the book. When the manager
came. I informed her that I had dropped the class the
morning before and she could call the registrar if she did
not believe mc. What was the difference between me
and the other students before me other than the color of
the skin?
Since I first stepped on this campus I have seen
hypocrisy when dealing with racc issues, people claiming diversity, yet acting in a racist manner. The school
states that it encourages multiculturalism. yet over the
summer they tried to move the Bolinga Cultural Resources Centi. into a space one third of its size now.
eliminating the study space available for African-American students. We have one of the worst minority reten-

•

tion rates of all the state-funded schools in Ohio. Yet I
sec nothing being done about that by the university
itself.
Residence Services talks about how much they
encourage diversity, yet in my opinion, they arc the
worst offenders of ideas of racial justice on the campus.
I was a community advisor last year and witnessed
racial bias several times throughout the year. One good
example of this was when I was on rounds one evening
While on rounds, a white C.A. began singing a song
using the word "nigger." I immediately told him that it
was completely unacceptable for him to use that word.
His response was, "I can say anything I want- nigger,
nigger, nigger, nigger, nigger, nigger!"
I immediately went to my supervisor and reported
what happened. Nothing was done about the situation
for over two months. I eventually threatened to go to the
Dayton chapter of the NAACP. Only at that point did
titcv address the issue. Nothing happened until the
following quarter, and when the C.A. was finally
punished, he only got a slap on the wrist. He is currently
a C.A. in the Woods.
Residence Services is supposed to teach and encourage multiculturalism. but how can they do that
when they hirearacist andculturally insensitive people?
If you don't believe me. pull a black C.A. off to the side
and ask them what really goes on behind the scenes.
Most of them would tell you the truth if you talk to thein
alone.
Over the past four years. I have witnessed man\
examples of blatant racism and all I have seen to counter
that racism is pretty words but no real effort to change.
I feel that we as students need to stop being polite and
sugarcoating everything. We need to start standing up
for what we know is right and confronting injustice
whenever we see it.

Napier should "get the hell out" of U.S.
In last week's Guardian, there was a
colomn "published entitled "A new side
of an old American lie." In it Craig Napier
bashes his flag, his country, the Pledge of
Allegiance andGod. Ithink Napicrwould
benefit greatly from taking a trip to a
third-world country where they are striving to survive. You take your freedom
and liberty for granted Napier, and if you
don't like this country, then get the hell
out! You are very fortunate to be born on
American soil.
Next time you walk to your car, you
should think of all of the other young
adults in poor countries who don't have
that means of transportation.

The next time you step fool inside your
warm house, you should think of all the other
people in this world who don't have that
luxury.
The next time you look at your flag, remember all the men and women who died for
your liberty and freedom.
The next time you mention the word "liberty." think of all the people in this world who
don't have it.
The next time you write an article bashing
your country Napier, you should think of all
the countries in this world where people like
you would be executed or imprisoned for
speaking out against their government.
It is people like you with your ncgativi

attitudes that give this country the problems it
has and it is people like you who arc quick to
criticize and complain and not conic up with a
solution.
Serving my country in the United States
Air Force, it personally disgusts me to think I
put my life on the line to defend people like
you who don't appreciate it.
Maybe you should join the military Napier,
then we will see who stands with pride, takes
hisrighthand and covers his heart to honor his
country, his flag, his liberty, his freedom and
his God by saying the Pledge of Allegiance.
Jon Pieron
Freshman

Raider Voices

"Parking. I want to talk about parking.Thcy
sold me a pass and then ticketed mc. With all
this construction there aren't enough C lot
spaces."

"I just got here from the University of Dayton. Class size is a lot bigger compared to
UD, but I really like the diversity at Wright
State."

"Wright State's great because there are a lot "The mascot isfine,but they went about the
of things offered to students. It is very di- change wrong. Every student should have
verse, there is something offered for every- voted on the choice. They shouldn't have
just made the decision in committee."
one ."
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Nutter Center gets new equipment

State of the art four-sided scoreboard with 7|
foot by 9 foot video screens to grace arena
B y EMILY A C O S T A
Staff W r i t e r

Regarding the future of the I
Nutter Center. Siehl said. " E n - 1
terlainmenl is cycli^ ™ . 1 ! .
and people like |
to see winning teams,
management
,
»- A
•
sothe future isn't cer-1

community.
"The ancillary money ihe fa-

W

"MCAT
Classes
Full."

Call now to
| reserve your

The Nutter Cen- 11
seat!
ter will be getting a
e terminated our
...
new four-sided thecontract
with
O
g
d
e
n
Entertain|
c
Iajn b u l i( docs look
atre-quality presentaDon't let these three words
Classes
tion scoreboard that ment and shifted the responsibilities to good."
begin in
ruin your med school plans.
s i c h l hopcs
0
will allow for instant W S U employees. W e are trying to
January.
r
1
ncw masco1 an< . , 'Je 1
replays. A new stateZ
u
* " 1 Plan ahead for the April MCAT.
new scoreboards will |
of-the-art sound sys- b e c o m e self-sustaining even though
tem will also be in- we do university events which brino in s ivc ,hc Nu,lcr Ccn xpert teachers superior materials smart technology proven results
ter "the boost i t
stalled. They w i l l be
low
revenue.
needs."
equipped with 7 foot
The center has an
by 0 foot v i d e o
- J o h n Siehl, executive
ambassadors group
screens.
director of the Nutter Center which tries to gather
"The new score,
information regardci'ity brings to the community is
boai land sound system will be one hundred percent an unmeasurable benefit.." said ing impressions the community
www.kaplan.com
has about the facility.
paid for by sponsorship dollars, Siehl.
•MCAT Is a registered Ira do mar* of the Association ol American Medical Colleges.
there will be no cost to WSU," said
John Siehl. certified facility executive and executive director of
the Nutter Center.
The Nutter Center currently
operates on a S.300,000 subsidy,
paid for by student tuition. "We
operated within $5,000 of the approved university subsidy in fiscal
year '97," said Siehl, " W e termiNew Hours:
nated our management contract
Got Friends?
with Ogden Entertainment and
Monday-Thursday
shifted the responsibilities to W S U
B
o
a
v
o
r
c
n
e
k
w
i
l l s o o n have its o w n friends a n d
6:00AM-8:30PM
employees. We are trying to bef a m i l y plan. . . S k y l i n e Chili, one of D a y t o n ' s
come self sustaining even though
f a s t e s t g r o w i n g r e s t a u r a n t c h a i n s , is n o w
we do university events which bring
hiring!
6:00AM-8:00PM
in low revenue," said Siehl.
W S U has top priority for schedServers
Earn
u
p
t
o
$ 1 2 I hour (including tips)
Saturday-Sunday
uling events at the Nutter Center.
P r o d u c t i o n W o r k e r s - Earn up t o $7 / hour
8:OOAM-5:OOPM
"Commencement M s number
S h i f t S u p e r v i s o r s - Earn u p t o $ 8 / hour
one priority," said Siehl.
Other activities include the
WSU basketball team and Dayton
Bombers games.
401 (k) with comf*sny
match
•NEW Donors and 6 month Absence Donors
"We have the ability to have a
Paid vacation
$30 1st visit $50 2nd visit $25 3rd visit
basketball and a hockey game in
Advancement
potantio/
the same day. This maximizes the
Excellent
Incantive
programs
facility's ability to generate rev•30 Day inactive Donors
Flexible
scheduling
enue." said Siehl.
Earn up to $50 your 1st two donations back.
The activities at the Nutter Center have heightened ihe awareness
N o w ' s y o u r c h a n c e t o c o m e on board a n d w o r k
•Bring in a new donor
of WSU across the nation.
for a p r o g r e s s i v e , f a m i l y - o r i e n t e d c o m p a n y .
"We've been on ESPN and the
Earn $5.00 for each new person you bring in.
M a k e n e w friends w h i l e y o u serve the f r i e n d s
sports channel." said Siehl.
and families of Beavercreek in S k y l i n e ' s n e w e s t
(person must donate)
According to Siehl, concerts
fuN-89fvica r e s t a u r a n t .
are the main money makers for the
Centeon Bio-Services
Nutter Center. "Concerts are a very
S t o p b y our I n t e r v i e w s i t e Friday, O c t o b e r 3 1 s t .
lucrative business; it's important
165 E. Helena St.
f r o m 1:00 p.m. t o 5:00 p.m. at
we do as many as possible," said
Wrioht Stmt• Univrsitv.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
Siehl.
Ph. 224-1973
The Nutter Center also houses
QPINING Sflfflfr
Bio-Services, Inc.
the Mc Lin Gym and academic
S k y l i n e Chili - Beavercreek T o w n e Center
facilities where physical education
2 8 0 5 C e n t r e Drive
classes arc held.
Fairborn, O H 4 5 3 2 4
"That is what the $35 per quarter fee pays f o r , " said Siehl.
M/F'V/D
Although the Nutter Center operates at a loss for the university,
the first m o n t h !
Siehl said it is a benefit for the
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SPOTLIGHT
currently appearing in the twenty-third slot.
This single comes from their CD Worldwide which
.-xpected to bereleasedin the early pan of 1998
under the Warner Brothers/ Reprise I .abel
The group hits been together
since 1992. Skwert attended
Wright State during the
19 9 5 - 1 9 9 6
. tfmS

n/iD/inuF
is on a
mission

school year.
Skwert was a rap/urban DJ at Wright State's radio
station WWSU 106.9 while attending

By TIFFANY BROWN
Staff Writer
Former Wright Slate student
Deena Philpot. 20, along with
her
partner
Megan
Standifer,l9, are hitting the
Billboard R&B charts.
Together they form
the group Nadanuf.
Philpot. known as
Skwert Diggity,
and Megan known
as Phor-OncOne, have just
recently released their
first single
"The Breaks"
featuring
KurtisBIow.
T h e
single is doing well on
the Rap Bill-

r

i

Former
WSU student
Deena Philpot.
aka Skwert
Diggity(right), and
partner Megan Standifer,
aka Phor-One-One. are heatin' up
the Billboard chart
(photo courtesy ol Reprise Records)

At the end of her freshman year, she packed up with
her partner and producer Aaron "Babyboy" Griffin who
discovered them in a talent show in Cincinnati where ihc
group is originally from, and went to Los Anglces to get
their big break.
Skwert and Phor-One-One attended Cincinnati's
School for Creative and Performing Arts, where they
formed their group and began performing.
While there may have been some rough times, the
groupfinallygot their big breal. ."hen they met their
manager Livio Harris, who has also managed the
careers of such notables like Adina Howard.
The group is looking forward lo the release of
Worldwide, which they wrote the lyrics for.
The first single of of the album, "The Breaks,"
is currently #14 on WWSU's chart.
"We want to change the face of hip-hop." said
Skwert. "Our music and our performances are real
energetic, and we do more than just march up and down
he stage. We entertain our audiences with a lot of
dancing, the way it used to be done."
In the meantime they will be busy on promotional
tours slopping in such places like New York City and
Washington, DC.
They were in D.C. last week and appeared on
Teen Summit which is a show geared to high
school teenagers on Black Entertainment Television. They were also on Rap City.
They also have a scheduled performance
on Soul Train . They will have a couple of
other singles also dropping before their
CD is released.
In 1998 they will be kicking off a
line of clothing called "Nadanuf '98
Group Worldw ide Gear."
"We're having a great time, but. it's
hard work." Philpot said.
The video for their recently released
single "The Breaks" can be seen on
BET and MTV

Nadanuf's debut album a refreshing change
WORLDWIDE
Nadanuf
•k*i
The newest trend in popular hip-hop
these days is to accentuate a positive atmosphere with touches of party-house grooves
and a slow jam here and there.
Just in time for this latest swing is
Nadanuf. one of the newest female duo
hip-hop groups out.
Whereas most groups of similar ilk
rather sing more and leave most of the
rapping to a 'guest,' Skwert Diggety and
Phor-One-One prefer to handle both sides
on ihe debut Worldwide. Theresultis pleasantly well done.

The first single/The Breaks." pulls rap
original Kurtis Blow out of the blue to breakdown and even provide a verse for a more
modern spin-off of his identically titled oldschool hit.
The approach is not unlike that of rLC.
feel good raps along with sexy interludes to
capture a more sensuous listen. Nadanuf
(originally from Cincinnati) also brandishes
courage to speak heavy on a social-political
front. 'Talkin' Shit" condemns black-onblack crime and outward blaming from the
black community while "l.ookin' Out My
Window" is a similar example of real life
observations put in the group's perspective.
The result is nothing that is completely

brand new but with the use of slick raps and
musical backgrounds along with ample support from guests such as Holt Soup and The
I.P.O. and Phillip "Silky" Whitc^n a few
tracks, a tight project emerges.
Don't be misled. Nadanuf is
the primary talent featured
which is a refreshing change
to hear from such a group.
NadanuPs refusal to become just another sultry hip-hop act adds
to tllis.
Nadanuf may not blow you away with
complete originality, but they will pleasantly surprise many with this well buili
release. (Jim Ingram)
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Wright State senior performs celluloid magic
By BRIAN JOO
Staff Writer
Wright State seniorGilClaveria
has built up an extensive portfolio
culminating with two feature-length
flint!;.
He has won numerous awards
including the The Philo T.
Famsworth Award.
He serves as writer, producer,
director and he also writes the music for his films.
Actually, only one has been
completed. His new film is in the
works.
Along with these two films he
has done a television scries, music
v ideos and sitcoms all of which (the
films included as well) have netted
him 10 different awards over the
years.
"The thing that seems most interesting to myself is that I do these
independent films independently

from Wright State," he said. "I do
have a guy in the film department
that helps me out from lime to time
hut I am. with that exception, totally on my own."
Clavcria won The Philo T.
Famsworth Award for the trailer of
his current film LeavinGuilty; -4
Documentary.
"It is kind of a pseudo-documentary ... it's a documentary with
guns," Clavcria explains. "It is about
an Asian musical genius who is
wrongly convicted of killing two of
his bandmatcs seen through the eyes
of a documentary crew making this
guy's life into their film."
The convicted lead in the film
desperately loves the girl he grew
up with and cannot get. But. he is
oblivious to that fact and searches
through other women so that he can
eventually, he thinks, be with her.
All of these women he is with in the
film embody some quality that his

true love possesses.
"I feci thefilmrelates to everyone who has tried to live with the
fact that they have felt like they did
not fit in at least one time in their
life," Claveria strongly emphasized.
"This is really done like a comedy;
it is filled with stereotypical jokes
and such, but it is not a slap.,tick
comedy at all."
Claveria finances most jf his
films on his own. He also likes to
add to his scripts and dialogue.
"I follow a blueprint for shooting. but I will add as I go along. I
also learned a good deal from my
first film. I sent it to a lot of film
festivals like Sundance andToronto
(in which he was not entered) and I
won a few. but only the rinky-dink
ones," Clavcria said.
Claveria names Woody Allen
and John Woo as directors he admires. "They have a very personal
style, oh yeah, how could I forget
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WSU senior Gil Claveria sent his films to the Sundance and
Toronto Film Festivals.
Orson Welles an J his Citizen Kane ?
"I am passionate about this film
That is such a powerful and influen- and what it is I am trying to do with
tial film." Clavcria said.
it," Clavcria said.

Congratulations to Phi Mu's
newest sisters...

A Elizabeth fetter. Maty Goldsberty. Me#in Coleman.
\ Michelle Davis, and continuing Ihe " Trade oT Excellence" two
J
legacies Jamie Helmer. and SharonWiederhold.
Delta Psi Chapter oT Phi Mu POCKS!!!!
•N.

' \ We are proud oT you!
Jj The Delta Psi Chapter of Phi Mu - Chapter Association
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Scary flicks make Halloween great
By BRIAN JOO
Film Critic

NEED MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
Great opportunities in all levels of employment with
local manufacturing company. Accepting applications
NOW! Full or part time positions FLEXIBLE with
school schedule. Apply in person at:

ALI INDUSTRIES, INC.

611 Yellow Springs-Fairfield Road, Fairborn.
Convenient access from Rt. 235 and 1-675.
SMOKE & DRUG FREE ENVIRONMENT
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Cream refrom the Mack lagoon and
The Wolfmon were extremely popular and do appear more i n the category
of camp rather than horror, but it is a
true experience to watch.
The best of thesefilmsis without
a doubt Tod Browning's 1931 version of Dracula with the legendary
Bcla Lugo-i as the debonair
Transylvanian count.
The 1950s and '60s brought out
the English version of many horror
stories from the Hammer Studios with
such performers as Christopher Lee
and Vincent Price.
They brought us such films as
The Creeping Flesh . The Ghoul andOur friends watch Sarah Michelle Gellar in I Know What You
Theatre of Blood. Possibly the most Did Last Summer.
And as we move along toward the scntcd us with (what I consider to be)
influential horrorfilmcame in 1968
when George Romero scraped to- present, twofilmsin the 1970s really the ultimate horrorfilm.Halloween.
gether a few bucks and created die stand out.
With a knife-wielding psycho and the
Like it ornot.Tobe Hooper's 1974 'scream queen' herself, Jamie Lee
horror classic Night of the Living
Dead. That littlefilmabout a group bloodfest The Texas Chainsaw Mas- Curtis, how can you miss?
of people thrown together in a farm sacre is onefilmthat will shock and
I would basically like to skip the
house trying lofightoff an army of disgust the viewer. Isn't that what a 1980s due to the fact that it seemed
zombies while combatting each other horror fan wants?
the entire decade capitalized by copyis one that will always be a favorite.
Then in 1978 John Carpenter pre- ing Halloween's premise and a new
genre otfilmswere bom... the "slasher
film."
The fust Nightmare on Elm Street
was a worthwhile scare, but the following six were a joke. Probably my
favorite horror film of the Eighties
12:00 1:15
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7:30
'9:00
has lo be John Landis' 1981 horror 12:05 1:20
2:35
3:50
5:05
6:20
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comedy An American Werewolf in
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London.
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With its mix of dark, satirical hu12:20 1:35
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mor. gruesome violence and Rick
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Baker's Academy Award winning
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make-up effects (check out the trans12:35 1:50
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formation scene), thisfilmis the per8:05
12:45 2:00
fect Halloween rental.
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Alas we are back to the present,
1:05
2:20
3:35
4:50
6:05
7:20
8:35
1990s. What has been done? Seem•DROP OFF ONLY
ingly everything. With the exception
of last year's runaway hit Scream,
For M o r e Info Call the
nothing of note has yet to stand out as
^ | | <
Parking Help Line
far as horrorfilmsgo. And after seeing Kevin Williamson's (the writerof
at 7 7 5 - 5 6 9 2
Scream) new creation I Know What
Kelp l i n e Hours are:
You Did Last Summer . 1 do not know8 am -10 pm Monday thru Friday
when another horrorfilmwill pop up.
Maybe Scream 21 Probably not.
9:30 am - 9:30 pm Saturday « 5 pm - 9 p*-n Sunday

of us have only lived through a short
period in the long lineage of horror
films.
Most of us are too old lo be begGoing all the way back to 1919.
ging our neighbors for goodies. In we can see Robert Wiene's much
plaec of that beloved tradition why copied and influential eimpressionisnot sit back, relax and pop in a good tic horror film The Cahint'1 of Dr.
horrorfilmwith friends and family Caligari.
Let's look at Jhe progress of the
Also in the silent era.F.W. Murnau
horrorfilmand see what are the best presented the world one of the first
available films that are at the video tellings of Bram Stoker's legendary
stores.
Dracula in Nosferalu.
Looking at the average age of the
In the 1930s and '4()s the classic
Wright State student shows that most honorfilmslike The Mummy , The

JSh

I

^ S A T U R D A Y SHUTTLE
HAMILTON HALL
WOODS/OAK HALL
VILLAGE APT. 2030
WOODS/PINE HALL
FOREST LANE/SYCAMORE
FOREST LANE/ZINK ROAD
COLLEGE PARK
MEIJER
OFFICE DEPOT
MALL AT FAIRFIELD COMMONS
(FOOD COURT ENTRANCE)

9:30
9:35
9:40
„:45
9:50
9:55
10:00
10:05
10:15
10:35

10:45
10:50
10:55
11:00
11:05
11:10
11:15
11:20
11:30
11:50

Cost is Only $ 1 One-Way!
Exact Fare Required
| Q | j| |
Shuttle is Wheelchair
» "•
Accessible!

INTGRCLUB COUNCIL is here for your organization!
Stop by and s€€ us in W 0 3 3 Student Union!
; • Free copies and posters
Publicity epportunitie
; ' O f f i c e spaces and supplies
Computer access
I . Sound equipment
Campus mailbox
• . Make campus connections
I .ICC Club Handbook and Calender
; . Information involving campus policies
I . Participation in Fall Fest and MayQaze
J * Chance t o w o r k w i t h other organizations
I . Enhance leadership skills within the organization
I and university

775-5504
I
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Playing God is not much fun
toward 'flavor of the month' rather
than the'hottest ticket.
In Playing God David
Hollywood has done it again. Duchovny stars as suspended surThey have now lured away yet geon Dr. Eugene Sands.
The suspension was due in part
another television star and is in the
lact
of to his recreational drug habit that
eventually
led to a surgical fataltransformFilm
ity
Review
The film then jumps ahead to
Tinseltown's the present and Sands is caught in
a cross-fire of bullets in a crowded
hottest ticket.
Of course this new label is be- bar.
A man has fallen, seriously
stowed upon David Duchovny
who is still riding his current wave wounded. In the heat of the moof success on television's The X- ment Sands' medical instincts get
Files as dreary, but supercool, the best i>l him and through an
amazing scries of wild techniques,
agent Fox Moulder.
The one really tragic thing he manages to save the downed
about this whole business is that guyAfter witnessing the whole
after just this one film. Playing
God, Duchovny is leaning more event Claire (Angelina Jolie)goes
PLAYING GOD
*1

back and tells the situation to her
boyfriend Raymond Blossom
(Timothy Hutton), who just happens to run an international crime
syndicate.
This is where the film starts to
slow down when it really should
be picking up speed.
Blossom likes the work that
Sands docs and he decides to hire
him on as his organization's personal surgeon.
The film really upset me because I have always been a fan of
Timothy Hutton's work.
His performances in films like
Ordinary People (which he won
an Academy Award for) and even
more recently in one of last year's
most overlooked films, Beautiful
Girls, seems to always fit perfectly.

Duchovny is an absolute borein this film. The man is in an
incredible moral dilemma, one
would think that he would express
something.
ThefiImalso wanders to much.
Not from plot, but from what it is
attempting to do.
Is it an action film, a comedy
or a drama?
I don't think any of the filmmakers could tell you if you ask
them.
First time director Andy Wilson shows he has some talent because he has the look and stylization of the film down pretty well.
Playing God strives to be a
cool, stylish film for the nineties.
Never once did the filmmakers
strive to make it a good film.
(Brian Joo)

Lynch's debut is a jagged little album
BRENDAN LYNCH
Brendan Lynch
+i
Like ir or not, Alanis
Morrisettc's Jagged Little Pill album changed the way many musicians/produccrs have looked at
constructing albums.
Unfortunately, many look
to impersonate or lift the style
as their own. Brendan Lynch
seems to have become such a
criminal.
Though the Los Angelesbased singer/songwriter lists
his many influences within
the punk realm, the reality
comes off as your typical
postcrcxamplc foranti-whining. Sad but true, the majority of the songs have the edge

comparable to silly putty.
A slight exception on his selftitled disc is _^"Stop Your
Crying"'
.with its
• tongue. in-cheek
demand
for

the elimination of excessive selfpity and whining. If only Lynch
would utili/.e some of his own advice.
"Fighting Gravity" shows some
of Lynch's better efforts in tciling
the story of a man who throws
himself off a building due to hard
times and the result of total selfish
attention he receives but for a few
precious moments.
The attitude plays a major part
in the delivery of each song. Lynch
attempts to be deep and introspective with a slicing effect. However. the songs arc nothing terribly
brave or gripping.
Brendan Lynch's legitimacy is
in question with most every song
as we await the next Alanis-style
rip-off. (Jim Ingram)

David Duchovny in Playing
God.

SUQflZ'S fS MX!
Sugar's Lounge, the best dance club in Dayton, presents the
T.V. Land Halloween Party. Friday. October 31st.
'$250 for best costume
•$100 for best theme costume (ex. Greg Brady)
•Best precarved Jack-O-Lantem wins hotel room
•Random drawings for many more prizes
•Dee Jay Tim Dylan of the Music Project
•$2 cover charge to help fight Multiple Sclerosis
Located inside Holiday Inn across from Wright State
Must be 21 to enter
426-7800

mm

NOW HIRING

Many positions available for kitchen and!
counter associates and delivery drivers.
Delivery drivers earn $8 - $10 per hour plus
750 delivery reimbursement Drivers must
have a valid drivers license, good driving
record and proof of insurance. We Promise
flexible schedules, meal discounts & crew
meals, paid holidays and vacation and
unlimited career advancement in a fun, friendly
atmosphere! Apply in person at:
21 N. B r — i I I I M I
FIMMI

•79-7000

Curious about what
Cathofics believe?
Stop in...
Thursdays: 3:30 - 5:00
Campus Ministry
Center

Contact Fr. Chris
426-1836

I
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MCC
Brooks and Bartram named all MCC
preseason Wright State's baskeball teams picked seventh in MCC
picks
announced
By DAVE SEAMAN
Sports Editor

By DAVE SEAMAN
Sports Editor
The Midwestern Collegiate Conference
announced its preseason men's and women's
basketball picks and All-Conference teams
yesterday.
On the men's side. Butler was named
preseason pick to win the MCC.
"We have an excellent chance in the
league this yea. " Butler Head Coach Barry
Collier said. "I want us to get back to where
we want to be in the league."
Collier's Bulldogs returns four starters
from a year ago including senior forward Jon
Ncuhouscr, a preseason first team pick and
seven-foot-two senior center Rolf van Rijn.
The rest of the conference was ranked
Detroit. Illinois-Chicago, Wisconsin-Green
Bay, Loyola. Cleveland State. Wright State
and Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
The conference player of the year on the
men's side is senior guard/forward Derrick
Hayes from Detroit.
Hayes led the Titans in scoring a year
ago with 15.9 points per game and was second in the conference in scoring.
Hayes said. "I'm glad to be selected as
MCC Player of the Year and I'm excited to
get started."
Titan Head Coach Perry Watson said,
"Hayes really carried us during that time last
season when we had so many kc_ injuries.
He did the scoring, ballhandling. defending
the opposing team's best perimeter players.
He did it all."
Joining Hayes on thefirstteam AII-MCC
is junior forward Keion Brooks from Wright
State, senior guard Mark Miller and senior
forward Bryant Lowe from Illinois-Chicago,
and Neuhouscr from Butler.
Miller and Lowe were the Flame's top
two scorers from a year ago.
Miller was fifth in the MCC in scoring
and second in assists as well.
Brooks led the Raiders in scoring, rebounds and assists.
The second team AII-MCC includes senior guard Anthony Coomes from UIC,
Loyola's junior forward Javan Goodman,
junior center Matt Hill from UWGB,
Detroits junior guard Jermaine Jackson and
Cleveland State's sophomore guard James
Madison.
On the women's side, Butler was named
first in the women's preseason poll.
Head coach June Olkowski said, "I'm

See " M C C "
continued on pg. 15.

Coaches, sports information directors
and media voted Wright State junior's Keion
Brooks and Beth Bartram to the Preseason
AII-MCC First
Team.
Brooks, a sixfoot-three juni'-i.
was WSU's leading scorer and
rcboundcr last
season.
Head Coach
Ed Schilling said.
"I think he deserved it, he put
Beth Bartram
forth great numbers last year and 1 think what he did was
build on that litis summer. He improved his
corditioning and strength and also his skill,
and 1 think that's a springboard going into
his junior year."
Brooks added," I really don't took at that
(the poll's). I think that the pick, in the preseason arc just what people think. I still have
tocomc out and show what I have and hopefully I'll come out and do the best that I can."
"Il have
nave worked
w i u M u on
*»u my
in/ long
i^iifc range
tuiifv jump

shooting, getting stir "gcr and being smarter
on the court." added Brooks.
Bartram, a six fowl forward led the Raiders in scoring, rebounding, minutes played,
field goal percentage and steals a year ago.
"It's a very nice honor, but preseason
polls do not mean much. It will be up to me
if I get that great, but team goals come first."
Bartram said. "Those goals arc to have a
winning season, to compete well in our conference and to play the best that we can. I
think that if we recieve team awards, then
so will individual awards. I'm only worried
about the team and how well we do."
Head Coach Lisa Fitch said, "Beth has
had an excellent two years with us and
should have a solid year as a junior. Additional and improved support from her teammates should open up Bcth's games even
more."
The teams were both chosen seventh out
of eight teams in the confrencc.
Both coaches didn't seem bothered by the
polls.
Schilling commented.'Tm not too concerned with that stuff. I'm concerned with
how hard we work everyday. All that stuff
is fun for the fans to look at and you can't
look at it too closely. We look at it as fun
and don't pay any attention to it."

Filch .aid. "I learned at an early age not
to read the newspaper to sec where we are
picked. That comes from growing up around
wi«ching my dad (NBA s Bill Filch) going
through the losing years in Cleveland. 1
think that you know in your heart that your
hard work is going to lead you. and it's not
going to lead us to seventh place."
The women's team will host one exhibition game on Nov. 10 when they host the
Ohio All-Stars, a group of former Ohio college players.
The men's
team will host
Athletes in Aclion
Monday
nighl at 7:35 p.m.
"We're considering it like
another practice.
This is a chance
for us to measure
our progress and
see what we really need to work
Keion Brooks
on. They have a very good team. They have
some excellent players and it's going to be a
great challenge for us." said Schilling.
The game will be the first of two exhibitions for the men's team.

Raider swimmers off to strong start

By ERIC LOESCHER
Staff Writer
Wright State's men's and women's
swimming and diving teams swam all over
Wisconsin-Green Bay this past weekend.
The women's team won 128-115 and
the men's team won 131-98.
Assistant Coach to both teams Paul
Graham said, "We were pretty pleased with
the wins. We expect Wisconsin-Green Bay
to be within the top three in the conference."
The meet was the first for both teams
this season, both overall and in the Midwestern Collegiate Conference.
"We swam real intelligently and received a very, very solid team effort. The
swimmers' attitudes were overall really
good." Graham continued.
When asked whether or not the team
strategy was to come out strong and hope
to finish with a lead or if it just worked out
that way Graham responded. "We're much
better in the medley relays at the beginning of the race than the individual relays
near the end. They (the medleys) set the
tone for the whole meet. You've usually
have to win at least one medley to win a
dual meet."
The Raiders medley teams proved their
coach right as the team of Christie
Rieskamp, Stephanie Bcsco, Ellen Musk

photo by Mark Mowrcy

Swimmers dive into the water in Wright State's win over Wisconsin-Green Bay.
and Georgian.! Williams took first and the the season last year, we're already ahead
team of Chasi Ricly. Julie Grahm. Kaisa of ourselves. I think we've asked them to
Sclesniemi ans Sarah Green took second do so much in the fall that it all just carried
over into the meet," said Graham.
in the women's 400 medley relay.
Both teams get a two week break until
The men's foursome of Carter Irvin.
Mike Bcsco. Greg Snyder and Jason their next meets on Nov. 6 and 7 at Eastern
Rieskamp took first place in the men's 400- Michigan and Oakland (Rochester, MI), respectively.
incdlcy relay race.
"We just want to see improvement. Our
Last week Coach Graham said that he
wasn't quite sure if his teams were deep number one goal is to improve week in and
enough and in good enough shape, but they week out. If we improve and swim fast,
whether we win or lose doesn't matter to
got the job done.
., "Compared to our times at this point in us." finished Coach Graham.
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Cross country teams
ready for MCC meet

TLKS
4

"The two key factors for us to
do well arc speed and endurance."
Baumer added.
Michigan
The Championships will be
The Wright State cross counWOMEN'S
Stale
try teams will host the Midwest- held near the Kettering Rcc CenSOCCER
1 :<)<»
ern Collegiate Conference Cham- ter which sits behind Kettering
Junior High
pionships thi Saturday.
Loyola*
VOLLEY-.*/
Baumer commented. "We've
The women race at 11.00 am
7:(M)
BALL
T
and the men follow at noon to de- practiced there about 15 limes this
year as a team and individually.
cide th'- best of the MCC.
The women will run a 3.1 mile You have to know the course and
.ouisville Huntington
Peoria
race, while the men will test their hopefully we know it."
8:15
7:00
5:00
To get to the race, take 1-675
endurance with a 4.95 mile diswwsu
south to the Indian Ripple/
tance
:
Home games in bold IVCHCGunie
IHiGUARDIAN'S Gam? of the Week:
Head Coach Mike Baumcr Kettering exit and turn right.
Student Athletic Promotions Board SATURDAYWomen @11:00,Cross Country meet
About two minutes latci you
feels confident in his runners. "We
Men @12:00
Kettering
meeting, Thursday @ 5:00 p.m.
had three guys finish in the top 11 will come to the Indian Ripple/
last year (Adam Meier, Rob Stroop intersection, the location of
Sander and Todd Koehn) and Kettering Junior High.
Baumcr encourages WSU stuhave two freshman (Matt Miller
and Kevin Lammcrs)that can run dents to attend the meet and cheer
Arena on Dec. 13, will be played time as a nationally televised game
B y DAVE S E A M A N
the Raider runners to a MCC
that a conference member is com- very well."
at 2:00 p.m.
Sports Editor
Meier was the MCC's Top Championship.
The game was originally peting in.
For n. >rc information on the
Newcomer
last
season.
In this case. A-10 member
The annual Gem City Jam con- scheduled for an 8:00 p.m. tip-off,
He added that Butler was the meet, Baumer can be reached at
tested between Wright State and but was forced to be changed due Rhode Island is playing UNLV on
strongest team, taking the top two 775-5750.
the University of Dayton will start to an Atlantic 10 Conference rule ESPN.
The Jam is to be televised on spots a year ago and that Detroit
that states that a member school
a little earlier this year.
was improved.
The game, to be held at UD cannot televise its game at the same Channel 7 and heard live on WWSU.
Buller"
7:(X)

By DAVID B I D D L E
Staff Writer

UIC*
2<X)

Gem City Jam time changed
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Start your semester off right and make Kiriko's your resource, day or night,
for great products and services, like full-color copies and Internet Access.
Presentation materials
Copies of all sizes
Resume servict,

In-store computer rental
Digital color output directly from
your disk to our color printers

BUY ONE, GET ONE FREE

RENT ONE HOUR,
GET ONE HOUR FREE

full-color copies

Internet Access

Boy of* *9Mliity**tccd. I V *11" fuif •***«. MKcfcy copy on flXfi

LISTEN
TO
REVOLVING
INVOLVEMENT

VJ(K3 mth other o c * dr«oun» proyana. Oflw v*»J j» t'nr of n*
ch*i« only jnd m*y net br dtuountH or oMnrd to* *4 P*M or htcrr
pu*h*« VJUJ * Kmko\ Intrt location
\totd
by

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK

,

1189 Mijmisbuig-Centemlte Rd. • 4 3 6 - 1 3 1 3

kinko's*

The new way to office."
|| AAA178

FRIDA Y FROM 2 - 2:30 PM

to or* co^on pr» tramxnoo. Coupon n u t b* prntntrd * Tin* of puthai* and B not >aUj «nh Ot»*t oIhn or dncour* program. Off* vjlid
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onty and wy iwt I* d-vounlfd or cr*d*fd towtfd
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|EXP 10/31/9?!

OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY. 7 DAYS A WEEK
1189 Hiamisburg-Ccnterville Rd. • <36-1313

kinko's*

The new way to office.*
AAA179 |

|EXP 10/31/971

MOST LOCATIONS OPEN 24 HOURS, 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Men's soccer blasts Ramblers in MCC play

THl BUAXDtM

"MCC"

continued from pg. 13
nervous, no preseason top team has
won the conference. but I look forBy DAVID COBLE
ward to the season."
staff Writet
Up Next:
The Bulldogs return four starters including senior forward Sara
Nov. 2 at Butler
7:00
The Wright State men's soccer
Schuet/, senior guard Dehhic
Nov. 2 at UIC
2:00
team blasted Loyola of Chicago 4Ben/inger and junior forward Jen0 on Oct. 25.
nifer Marlow. who were the team's
The game was senior day at the Raiders.
top three scorers.
Wright Field as seniors Dan Baker.
Coach Hilton Dayes was
The rest of the women's teams
Charley Houck and Jared Kaftcry pleased with the effort. "We came
behind BU ranked Detriot. Wisplayed in their final home game in out and played aggressive soccer.
consin-Green Bay. Wisconsin-MilFor us to be successful we have to
a Raider uniform.
waukee. Cleveland State. UIC.
Senior forward Jared Raftery play good defense first and then
Wright State and Loyola.
scored the opening goal of the everything else falls into place."
The women's preseason player
The game was very physical as
game at 23:13.
of the year is junior forward Chari
He was assisted by sophomore five yellow cards were given out
N'ordgaard from UWGB.
midfelder Brian Syska.
during the game.
Nordgaard said. "The honor
Syska made the score 2-0 when
With the w in Wright State imwill mean a lot for me if I get it at
he scored with an assist from proves to 7-9-1 overall and 2-2-1
the end of the season.''
Raftery at 34:44.
in conference play.
"I'm challenged everyday in
'Die Raiders finish regular seaRaftery scored his second goal
practice and it's making me work
of the game at 73:53 it was unas- son play this week when they travel
photo by Mark Mowrcy
harder for me to succeed." she
sisted.
to Butler today and then travel to
added.
Houck closed out the scoring Chicago this weekend to play UIC Wright Slate senior forward Jared Rattery dribbles past a
Nordgaard led the MCC last
Loyola defender. Raftery scored the first goal for the Raiders in
at 78:19 with an unassisted goal for on Sunday.
season
infieldgoal percentage and
their 4-0 shutout win over the Ramblers last week.
was in the lop .i.rec in scoring and
rebounding.
MCC preseason picks
Joining heron thefirstteam are
Men:
Women:
junior forward Beth Bartram from
1. Butler (18j
1. Butler (11),
WSU. junior forward Stephanie
Gray of Detroit and Butler's junior
2. Detroit (7)
2. Detroit (8)
forward Jennifer Marlow and se3 Illinois-Cbicag.)
3. Wisconsin-Green Bay (2)
Lei's face it - working at NCR Country Club is a great way to earn money,
nior forward Sarah Schuet/.
4. Wisconsin-Green Bay (I) 4. Wisconsin-Milwaukee
because NCR Country Club has ihe flexibility to work around your schedule.
Bartram was the Raiders lead5. ClevelandState
If you go to school, have kids at home, or just need time for your daily a.' vities. 5. Loyola
ing score, rebounder andfieldgoal
NCR Country Club will work for you!
6.Cleveland State
6. Illinois-Chicago
percentage leader from a year ago
7. Wright State
7. Wright State
and a current team captain.
In addition to having a flexible work schedule, NCR Country Club employees
8. Wisconsin-Milwaukee
8. Loyola
also enjoy additional benefits such as competitive wages, meal discounts,
Gray led the Titans in reboundfits!
placc
voles
in
parentheses
limited golf privileges, staff developmental opportunities that earn a cash
ing and according to Head Coach
bonus, referral bonuses, incentive/recognition awards, drug free atmosphere,
Nikita Lowry. "We have yet to see
and friendly people in a beautiful working environment.
the real Stephanie Gray shine, but
I feel that this is the year she will
Don't delay - apply today. NCR Country Club is now hiring full-time and parifor Jr. Raider Members shine."
time people for: Dining Room Servers. Bartenders, and Banquet Servers.
Schuetz and Marlow return as
Apply in person at NCR Country Club located at 4435 Dogwood Trail, off West
the two top returning scores from
Swoop Road in Kettering, Ohio. Should you need further information on our
last
season. Schuet/. also led the
employment opportunities, please call Jennifer Numbers al (937)643-6947
Bulldogs in rebounding last seafor more info call
son.
Katie at 775 2771
The women's second team includes UWM's sophomore guard
Daryl Schaffeld, Detroit's senior
guards Jocelyn Boyd and Jeanie
Hill and Loyola's senior center
Nicole Richards.
MCC Commissioner John
LeCrone spoke at a teleconference
7 0 m m PRESENTATION
yesterday morning and said. "I'm
ON DAYTON'S W I D E S T SCREEN
excited about the league.
The level of competition will
be improved with many of the
letterwinners and starters returning."
He added. "We (MCC) have
great coaches w ho li ve great credentials and have great recruiting
classes.
The two elements that the MCC
has is stability and membership
stability.
We have eight strong teams and
DAILY 5:15.7:20,9:35
F12MID. S12MID
there is a family feeling among the
ALSO S-Su3:10,F&S11 40
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Halloween Party

at the WSU Volleyball Game
Friday, October 31

vs Loyola
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A LIFE LESS
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RWAY ROAD DIAL 2 5 8 - 2 8 0 0 $ 4 / $ 5
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Bombers beat Chill and Storm
By DAVID BIDDLE
Staff Writer
T h r e e goals fruit! the h o m e
team, one goal by the visitors and
three fights that acc ounted lor 9 0
penalty minutes.
Jusl another night on the ice,
right? Well, not quite.
Al the aforementioned action
took place in jusl the first three
minutes of the Dayton Bombers 73 victory over the Columbus Chill
on Oct. 24,.
The victory enabled the Bombers to even their record at 2-2 on
(he young season and provided one
of the more exciting East Coast
Hockey Leagu- matches in recent
memory.
The crowd of 4,024 hardly had
a chance lo settle into their seats
when Dayton center
Eric
Boguniccki stole a Columbus pass
and skated in unassisted for a goal
at 1:24 of the f r e t period.
Only 38 seconds elapsed before
Dayton left winger Brian Ridolfi
tapped in a r e b o u n d past Chill
goalie Blaine Russell to make the
score 2-0 in favor of the Bombers.

Up Next:
Oct. 31 at Louisville
Nov. 1 at Huntington
Nov. 2 vs. P e o r i a *

8:15
7:00
5:00

* Live on WWSU
Fifteen seconds later, hockey
gave way to boxing when Dayton's
B o b b y B r o w n and C o l u m b u s '
Beau Bilck e x c h a n g e d punchcs
well away from the action.
Simultaneously at the oppositeend of the rink. T h e B o m b e r s '
Aaron Kriss and (he Chill's Derek
Wood engaged in a heated fight of
their own.
Not to be outdone. Peter Masters of Dayton and Jason Disicr of
Columbus con'.nued the fighting
trend as both men took repeated
swings at each other before being
restrained by teammates and officials.
After a six minute delay which
was necessary to clean blood stains
off the ice and issue several penalties, play resumed with Columbus'
L o m e Towes scoring a goal at the
2:44 mark.
Only sixteen seconds after that.

Ridolfi scored again for the Bomb
ers, making the score 3-1 and completing the ama/ing three minutes
of hockey action.
T h e remaining Dayton goals
were scored by Jeff Geis, Colin
M i l l e r w h o s c o r e d t w i c e and
Boguniccki who also found the net
twice on the evening.
On Oct. 25 the team travelved
to me Toledo Sports Arena for a
Northwest divisoin matchup with
the Storm.
The Bombers jumped out in a
4-1 second period lead, but could
not hold ihe lead as the Storm sored
four straight power play goals to
give the team a 5-4 lead.
Dayton's Sal Manganaro tied
the game at live at 13:19 of Ihe
third peorid to send the game lo a
shoot-out.
In ihe shoot-out. three of ihe
f ur Bombers scored giving the
team the 6-5 win.
Goalie Marty Legaull had 28
saves in regulation and three of
four in the shoot-out, to earn his
second victory of the season.
Wilh the wins, the learn now
stands at 3-2 on the young season.

Singers,Singer/Dancers,
Musicians & D.J.'s
Cincinnati, Ohio
Tuesday, November-}. 1997
University of Cincinnati
Tangeman Center - Room 402
Auditions: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Sanduskv Ohio
Tuesday, November 11.1997
Cedar ftant
live Entertainment Office
Auditions: 12:00 - 4:00 p.m.
Bowling l.rctn, Ohio
Wednesday. Novemhtr 12.1997
Bowling Green State Univeisity
University Union - Ohio Suite
Auditions: 1:30-3:30 p.m.
Westerville. Ohio (Columbus area)
Thursday, November 13,1997
Otterbein College
Boltelle Fine Arts Center, Dance Studio
Auditions: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.
Voungstown. Ohio
Sunday. November 1<> 1 '
Voungstown State University
Auditions: 1 00 300p.m.
• Technicians
• Assistant Choreographer
• Costumed Characters

POSITIONS
ALSO

AVAILABLE

• Costume Shop Personnel
CALL (4I9| 627 2 W0 LOR FURTHER INFO
for additional sites or
information contact:
Cedar Point*
Live Entertainment
Post Office Box 5006
Sandusky. OH 44871-5006
(419)627-2390
r
uiimnmii
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LOT 4 MOW OPEN!
The New Section Of The Parking Lot and
Two New Entrance/Exit Roadways
Should Be Opened During The Week Of
October 271997- Providing
Additional C Zone Spaces.

Special Event

SHUTTLE

To EJ Nutter Center From Millet! Hall For WSU Basketball
Games, Bombers Hockey Games and Concerts!
•Route 2 Shuttle Will Run 30 Minutes After An Event Ends- Monday - Thursday Evenings.
•For Friday, Saturday, And Sunday Events, The Shuttle Starts 1 Hour Prior To Event And
Continues Until 30 Minutes After An Event.
•No Special Event Shuttle During Quarter Breaks Or On University Observed Holidays.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL THE PARKING A N D
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT @ 7 7 5 - 5 6 9 2
i
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Raiders spiit two

Volleyball struggles in Wisconsin
By DAVID BIDDLE
Staff Writer
The Wright Slate volleyball
team dropped a pair of matches
over the weekend of Oct. 24 in the
frigid state of Wisconsin.
The fust match pitted the Raiders against Midwestern Collegiate
Conference foe Wiscoiiain-Milwaukee and found Wright State on
the wrong end of a three games to
one shutout, 3-15, 8-15, 11-15.
The next contest of the week-

0

end showcased Wright State
against another MCC opponent.
Wisconsin-Green Bay.
The game scores, 11-15,15-10.
8-15, 8-15, were an improvement
over the previous match, but still
resulted in a loss for Head Coach
Steve Opperman and his Raiders.
The two defeats caused their
overall record to slip to 9-15 on the
season.
As The Guardian has previously noted, the Raiders have not
a single senior on their roster which

If you are in
in the UD rep elections for Student
Government. Polls are open 10/30 from 9-5
in the Student Union Food Court and AHyn
Hall Lounge. Please bring a photo ID and
proof that you are enrolled for Fall 1997.

By DAVID COBLE
Staff Writer

Up NttXt:
Oct 31 vs. Loyola
Nov. 1 vs. UIC

7:00
2:00

The Wright State women's
soccer team split two games in last
week's play.
In the first game Wright State
makes fans eager for future sea- blasted DcPaul 6-1 on Oct. 24.
The Raiders, despite the
sons.
Howevei. the present is the weather conditions, applied cononly thing on the mind of the play- stant prcssuie to Blue Demon
ers as they prepare for their goalie Kcllic Kaiser throughout
matches with MCC foes Loyola the game.
and Illinois-Chicago this coming
Most of the game was played
weekend.
in a steady rain.
Loyola travels to the Nutter
DePaul opened the scoring in
Center on Oct. 31 for a 7:00 tangle the game as Maria Martinez
and UIC follows them into town scored an unassisted goal at 19:03.
for a 2:00 match on Nov. 1.
Then Wright State took control

. A M B D A UNION • T h e W O M E N ' S C E N T E R
COLLEGE DEMOCRATS & AWE
welcome

MARY WISEMAN
CANDIDATE FOR DAYTON CITY COMMISSION

TPizza Sounds Really Good...
Let V Order A
«

J

BRICKHOUSE
PIZZA
Cali
from The Rat! X5644
Look
For A
Lxtsctgha
& HOT
/ M V S T M Taste
Test Coming
Soon
in The Rat!

Thursday • OCT. 30
11:30am - 1:00pm
STUDENT UNION ATRIUM

NEW COMICS, BACK
ISSUES, COMPLETE
GAMING SELECTION.
AND ROLL PLAYING
MAGIC!

WSU Student
• 10% OFF ALL
MERCHANDISE
•V/ A VALID WSU I.D.
EVERYDAY
•25% OFF T-SHIRTS

Specials:
•20% OFF
BACKISSUES AT
THE YELLOW
SPRINGS
LOCATION!

REA VERCREEK:
1 MILE PAS? M A L I AT ^AIRFIELD COMMONS
427-3213
DRKSIRVSgftOLCOTil

ATTENTION: COMMUTERS

Up Next:
Nov. 2 vs. Michigan St.

1:00

of the game.
Freshman forward Amy Teetor
opened the scoring for the Raiders, scoring an unassisted goal at
22:40.
Junior forward Heather
Enncmoscr put Wright State ahead
to stay at 2-1 with a goal at 31:07.
Wright State scored the final
goal of the first period when junior midfielder Jody McCord
scored an unassisted goal one and
a half minutes before halftime.
In the second period the team
continued their domination.
Sophomore midfielder Taryn
Jones scored a goal at 63:20 to extend the Wright State lead to 4-1.
Then senior midfielder Marcy
Sesbastian scored an unassisted
goal at 72:05 and the rout was on.
The Raiders closed the scoring
in the match at 74:00 when junior
midfielder Kelly Hartmann scored
with an assist from freshman defender Teresa Martin.
The goal made the final score
6-1.
Raider Head Coach Scott
Rodgers was pleased with the
Wright State offense.
"We played three forwards at
times and this helped our offense.
Our players took advantage of the
opportunities given them."
The Raiders returned to MCC
play as they fell to Wisconsin-Milwaukee on the road 3-0 on Oct.26.
The Panthers jumped on
Wright State early as they scored
all three of their goals in the first
eighteen minutes of the game.
Senior forward Cammy Poison
scored the first goal at 8:04 she
was assisted by junior midfielder
Michelle Ko/iczkowski.
The second goal came at 16:34
when senior forward Lisa
Kry/.ykowski scored with an assist from Cammy Pulsion .
Poison scored thefinalgoal of
the game at 18:20 when she scored
with an assist from junior
midfielder Jamie May.
The Raiders arc now 7-10-1 on
the season and host Michigan
State in their seasonfinaleon Sunday. Nov. 2 at I :(X) p.m.
It will be senior day as
midfielder Erin Duffy, forward
Marcy Sebastian and defender
Melissa Koestcrs play their final
game at Raider Field.

Tired of not having a say at WSU? Now is your chance to participate, with creativity and
original thought. The newly founded Commuter Services Program is in desperate need of a
unique name and symbol. If you have any ideas as to what this new program could be called,
please submit them to the Department of Student Life.
This is a contest, and there will be prizes given out to the winner of the
"Name the Commuter Program Contest", as well as prizes for the runnersup. The final deadline for this contest is November 21,1997. Entries can
be dropped off at the Department of Student Life in W034 Student Union,
c/o Gerry Petrak. If there are any questions regarding the contest, please

call 775-5570.

i

THANK YOU!!

r
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CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES
ABORTIONS TO 24
WEEKS Private Medical
Practice Low Fees- Prompt
Appointments WOMEN'S
MED-t CENTER 293-3917
Internet: ww w.gynpagcs.com/
medplus
SPRING BREAK 98
Guaranteed Best Prices to
Cancun, Jamica, Bahamas
& Florida. Group
Discounts & Daily Free
Drink Parties! Sell Trips.
Earr. Cash & Go Free! 1800-234-7007 hup://
www.endlesssummertours.com
Earn MONEY and FREE
TRIPS!! Absolute Best
Spring Break Packages
available!!
INDIVIDUALS, student
ORGANIZA1 IONS or
small GROUPS wanted!!
Call INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS at 1-800-3276013 or http://
www.icDt.com

JOBS

EARN $750-$! 500/
WEEK Raise all the
money your group needs by
sponsoring a VISA
FUNDRAISER on your
campus. No investment &
very little time needed.
There's no obligation, so
why not call for
information today. Call 1800-323-8454 x.95.
Part-time position
distributing ad' ^rtising
materials. No selling
involved. All materials
provided at no charge.
1-8OO-YOUR-JOB.
www.acmnet.com/
postering/youjob.htm
GET PAIDto shop, eat out
and more! Free details.
Send
self-addressed stamped
envelope to Business

Basics. PO Box
97-SP. West Berlin. NJ
08091-0097
COMMUTERS $10.70
STARTING pay. Work 1030 hours/week around
classes, weekends optional.
No experience needed.
Must work well with
people. May start ASAP,
and work Full Time over
breaks. 436-3580.
**SPRIN (> BREA K...TAKE
2**Hiring Reps! Sell
15...Take 2 Free! Hottest
Destinations! Free Parties.
Eats, Drinks. SunSplash 1800-426-7710
www.sunsplashtours.com
WANTED: WEEKEND
PERSONAL CARE
ATTENDANTSalary- $7
per hour. Some lifting is
required. Must have
reliable transportation and
referer ces. For more
information call Kristy
Yates at 775-4567 M-F,
8:30am to 5pm or 426-3668
evenings and weekends.

position is perfect for the
mature college student
needing a flexible work
schedule. Current hours
needed are Tuesday
7:45am-5; 15pm and
Thursday 8:30am-2:30pm.
but an be modified if
needed. You will need your
own transportation. CPR
and references are required.
Please call 885-3723.
$11.00-$ 15.OO/HOUR The
Princeton Review seeks
college grads to teach SAT.
GRE, GMAT. LSAT and
MCAT courses part-time.
The ideal candidate has an
excellent academic
background, great
standardize test
scores(90th percentile and
above) and excellent
communication skills.
1-800-2-Review.

NANNY NEEDED!
Loving and dependable
nanny needed in our
Centerville home for 3
children ages 4, 3 and
5months. This part-time

FOR SALE
Spring Break Bahamas
Party Cruis!6 Days $279!
Includes Meals, Free
Parties, Taxes! Get a
Group-Go Free! Price1
Increase Soon - Save S50!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386
Spring Break Cancun &
Jamaica $379! Book Early

- SAve $50! Get a Group Go Free! Panama City
$129! South Beach (Bars
Close 5AM!) $129
springbreaktravel.com
I-800-678-6386

Dr. #101 Beavercreck, Or
45440

GREAT LOCATION!
1354 Ohmer (near Rt. 35
and Smithville) Great
Location! Immaculate 2
bedroom apartment with
I9;;» Volvo-2 Dr. 149.00
new flooring througout
miles. Air. Am-Fm
unit, appliances, a/c,
cassette. Power, Auto.
$1800 OBO. Call 937-898- laundry, off-street parking,
above all: FREE HEAT,
04880
WATER & TRASH! $455
per month plus deposit.
Immediate occupancy. Ask
OFF CAMPUS FOREST about pets. Call and leave a
LANE! 2 bedroom
message at 427-1090 or
apartments w/ I 1/2 baths,
after 8pm call 438-0559.
new carpet, freshly painted,
dishwasher, range,
1 Bedroom Apartment For
refrigerator, disposal,
Rent 1 Bedroom apartmentcentral air. & utility room!
need someone to take over
Very nice- $600 per
lease from Dec. 1 through
nmonth($50 off first
May 1. $392 per month,
months rent). Call 878everything is new. 3
6844 for more info- ask for
minutes from WSU! 879Lynn.
5820 ask for Stacey.

IBB

Roommate Needed!Male
or female roommate
needed- smoker ok, no pets.
$185 rent plus 1/3 of your
utilities. 10 minute drive
from WSU. Call: 431-1255
or write: 4505 Stonecastle

MORE OFF CAMPUS
FOREST LANE! Student
Apartment! Nice Clean
2bedroom next to campus.
All painted, new carpetSpecial Rate! 835-3609.

EXTRA INCOME FOR '97
Earn $500-$1000 weekly
stuffing envelopes. For
ietails- RUSH $1.00 with
5ASE

Interested In
Healthcare?

GROUPS

6S47N Academy 8lvd Dtpl N
Colorado Springs. CO 80918

Immediate positions
available.

BODY SHOCK

No experience
necessary.

137 N. Broad S t
Fairborn, OH 45324
(937) 879-2867

&11 W .
&"•
R w b o m , O H 453'2b

Flexible hours.

(937) 8 7 8 - 4 5 9 5

Tuition assistance.

" y o u r c h o i c e jx>r a. ^ u a L i r y Z<xZtoo
Autoclave Sterilization. Brand New Needles. Bright
Permanent Colors! 1.000s of designs or bring your own!
Sterile,
Professional,
Custom, Freehand'
FEMALE ARTISTS
AVAILABLE
EXOTIC BODY PIERCING
& BRANDING
MINUTES FRO*4 WSU
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 4-10 PM
Fri.-Sat. 1 - 10 PM

'Latest technology
(Autopheresis)

m

http://mgmbgrs.aol.com/catattoo/mWl/indgx.htrn
Centeon Bio-Services
165 E. Helena St.
Dayton, Ohio 45404
ph. (937)224-1973
fax (937)224-1976
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COMICS
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I FORGOT TO GO
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NEED MOTORIST
ASSISTANCE?

I l O U t >900.

F l I H Aio'T

CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INFORMATION?

CALL

off the mark
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by Mart: Parisi

by Mart
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PARKING AND TRANSPORTATION
ASSISTANCE HELPLINE HOURS;

8AM- I OPM MON..-FRI.
9:30AM - 9:30PM SAT.
5PM - 9PM SUN.
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Tales from
the archives:

From cornfield io campus

A crucial step in Wright State
University's evolution from cornfield to campus was the inauguration
of Dr. Brage Golding as its first
president. Cold, rainy weather did
not dampen the spirit of celebralion
and anticipation from students, faculty. staff and community members
attcndin;.' the inauguration October
24, I96S This Gifted Age." a line
borrowed from an Fdna St Vincent
Millay sonnet, was the theme carried
throughout a week of festiv ities.
A campus-wide open house entertained the public with musical trib
utes lo the new president. Students
hosted a tea l or Mrs. Brage Golding
and a dance for the presidential
couple Nine hundred dignitaries.
WSU faculty and Board of Trustees
members attended a gourmet dinner
follow ed by a Dayton Philharmonic
Orchestra concert.
The morning of inauguration day
opened with an academic colloquium

based on the inaugural theme." .his
Gifted Age " After a luncheon, the
ceremony began w ith more than 2(X)
delegates in attendance representing
universities from across the country.
University founder Robert S.
Oclman.chainnanoftheWSU Board
of Trustees, administered the oath i if
office. During his inaugural address.
Golding outlineda history of higher
education in the United States.
f ully aware i I the hist, meal significancc of lus inauguration for
Wrighi State's future. Golding said.
"My purpose here loday is toexai-i
ine the task ahead and to determine
the role of Wnghi State as a new
university facing the future in especially dramatic circumstances.
Such a new institution, born
here and now, must be sensitive lo the problems and
opportunities of the future or it will have
failed before it has

begun
Throughout his presidency
from 196K lo 1972. Golding
w itnessed campus expansion from one building
serving 3,200 students
tosix buildings serving more than
I I.OOOsludcnts.
Hew-instrumenial in
obtaining

An
invitation to
Brage Golding's
inauguration
(above). A shot of the
ceremony (left).

"Pitcher" from

the completion ol the AAA play
offs. Anderson spent the .est of the
year with the Indians. He > ent I I
moved up to the Indian's roster at the in three starts after his recall. helping
the Indians win the American League
end of the season.
This season. Anderson once Central Division and clinch a playoff berth.
again was optioned to the minors.
However, once the postseason
"I felt like this year had to lie my
year, so of course it was disappoint- began. Anderson found himself
ing to go back to Buffalo." said omitted from the Indians' roster for
Anderson in an interview on CNBC. their series against die New Yon.
His time in the minors was not Yankees.
"What can you do? That was
long as lie found himself starting for
•the Indians on June 12 against the hard. 1 just tried to root on the guys
Brewers. Because of an injury. and stay positive," said Anderson.
After the Indians defeated the
Anderson had to go back to Buffalo
for the rest oi the AAA season. After defending World Champion Van-

PS-

1

"AHNA "

kees. Anderson was given his -.hot.
He was placed on the roster lor their
series against the Bahimore Orioles.
One week later. Anderson pitched
in the biggest game of his life. He
collected four strikeouts and was in
line to pick up his first postseason
victory until closer Jose Mesa blew
it in the ninth. Hie Indians went on
to w in the game and Anderson w as
labeled a hero.
Anderson's performance in the
postseason did not stop there. In
game four of the World Series.
Anderson gave three scoreless innings which sealed the victory for
Cleveland. Anderson allowed only
one hit and no walks enroute to hi
lirst professional save.
In game seven. Anderson was
called on to pitch by Hargrove. With
Cleveland clinging on to a 2-1 lead
ir: '.lie bottom of the eighth. Anderson took the mound with two ouis
I le retired Fit irida's Jeff Conine w ith
a deep tly to lett and was then relieved by Mesa in the ninih. Mesa
blew the lead and the Indians went
on to lose the Series in the eleventh
on a single by fxigar Rcntena.
According to Anderson, he spent
much of the season in the minor

other' on University forms.
from pz. 3
In tall quarter of 1999. the
a graduate student in electrical en- AHNA Center will combine with
gineering at the reception.
the Bolingaand Women's Centers
There arc 370 WSU students to form the Office of Multi-Culwho classified themselves as lural and General Affairs. CurAsian, which makes them the sec- rently. the three groups publish a
ond largest racial minority (Afri- joint newsletter and coordinate
can-Americans arc larger). In ad- book discussions and film festidition. there are 159 Hispanic stu- vals.
dents and 51 Native American stuThe AHNACenler is located in
dents. These figures may hide a 144 Allyn Hall. Its hours are from
larger community of Asian. His
X JO to 5:00, Monday through Fri- he given Ins chance to pcrlorm. but
panic and Native American stu- day. and during (he weekends lor
dents whoclassified themselves as
for (he Indians' postseason run

to construct the library, the Creative Arts Center
iht- Physical Fducation Building (iolding left
'right State in 1972 to assume <' presidency
of San iJiegu Slate University inCalifornia
His legacy to Wright Slate was the
foundation he laid for the bustling,
technologically-advanced
and always growing university that exists today
Cktlding
follow ed
through with
the
intent
voiced in the conclusion of his inaugural address 29 years
ago. "From these scholars. these professors— and
I intend to contribute with
them— our students must become inspired to realize their full
potentials, thus giving the future
the gift of this gifted age."
A plaque commemorating
Golding's contribution toward the initial
development of the Paul Laurcnce Dunb;ir
Library w. s unveiled in his presence October
1. 1997 at the WSU bounders' Day celebration.
The plaque hang- HI the lirst lloor of the Dunbar
Library by the circulation desk.
Additional information about Wright State and
other historical subjects is available in the University
Libraries' Special Collections and Archives (SCA). In the
Dunbar Library, the SCA is located on the fourth floor and
may be contacted at 775-2092.
Article submitted b>:
Clare M. Balawajder
Archivist. Special Collection and Archives
University Libraries

Dayton candidate
coming to WSU
By SEAN T. THATCHER
Staff Writer

Democratic candidate for Dayton City Commissioner Mar)'
Wiseman, is oming to Wright State to speak to students as a part of
the "Free Your Mind" series in the Student Union.
"Several groups have been wanting to meet her, such as Association of Women's Equality and Lambda Union. Also, it's something
Mary's been wanting to do," said Jason Lansdale, president of the
College Democrats. The event is co-sponsored by the College
Democrats, the Association for Women's Equality, Lambda Union
and The Women's Center.
Wiseman holds a scat on the Dayton vision 2020 plan committee, which outlines where Dayton is going until the year 2020.
Wiseman also does volunteer attorney work for victims of domestic
violence, according to Lansdale.
"She is the most qualified candidate I have seen in many years,"
said Lansdale, who also works for the Montgomery County Democratic Party.
One of the focuses of her campaign will be crime, according to
Lansdale. Wiseman wants to offer more youth recreation services to
get the youth of Dayton off the streets and keep them out of trouble.
"I think that in order for Dayton to acheive its full potential, it
needs a strong commission; you need someone to stand up for what
is right just because it's right," said Wiseman.
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